2009 Summer Materials

APOSTOLIC TRUTHS FOR OUR TIME

RDTW NEW PRODUCTS
LATE GREAT PLANET CHURCHThe Rise of Dispensationalism-DVD
Many Christians today read their Bibles
through the lens of pop-prophecy
books like The Late Great Planet Earth
and the Left Behind series. They naively believe the prophetic schemes and
theological presuppositions expressed
in these and other fictional writings
represent the doctrinal positions that
Christians down through the centuries
have embraced. However, that is far from the truth.
Volume One of The Late Great Planet Church: The Rise
of Dispensationalism is the first documentary of its kind.

118 Minutes
Regular Price: $29.99
Sale Price: $24.95 ....LGPC-DVD

Before Jerusalem Fell - DVD

Dr. Kenneth L. Gentry Jr.
Revelation continues to be a favorite
book for Christians today, just as it
has been throughout the ages. Its bold
drama easily captures our imagination in our visually-oriented culture.
But Revelation is no easy book to
understand. Dr. Gentry presents a
helpful summary of his doctoral dissertation on Revelation’s date. He not
only highlights fascinating evidence
from ancient writers, but from Revelation’s text itself. He
presents a concise, clear, and compelling case for a preAD 70 composition. Once he points out the clues in the
text, a flood of light illuminates the story: John was writing
Revelation as a prophetic warning of Jerusalem’s coming destruction, which ended the old covenant economy
and secured the new covenant church a place in history.

55 Minutes
Regular Price: $19.99
Sale Price: $17.95 ....BJF-DVD

Letters to a Millenarian

Rev. A. Williamson
Premillennialism, and Dispensationalism
in particular, lays great stress on the socalled unfulfilled promises of the
Abrahamic covenant and insists that
the lawful heirs of these promises are
the physical descendents of the faithful
patriarch, regardless of their own faithlessness and rebellion against God. To
the contrary, this little book argues that, just as the true
beneficiaries of a dead man’s will are identified only by a
careful examination and strict adherence to the stipulations
of the document, so too are the heirs of the Abrahamic
promises to be determined.
Originally published in 1852

Paperback; 179 pages
$9.00 ...........................B150

RDTW NEW PRODUCTS

The Hope of Israel - What Is It?

Philip Mauro
Written from the historic Amillennial perspective, this theological classic demonstrates that modern Dispensationalism’s
doctrine of the restoration of an earthly
kingdom to national Israel is a revival of
the very same teachings which led to
the crucifixion of Christ and the persecution of the early Christians by the apostate Jews. It was
because of Paul’s views and his preaching that he was so
furiously persecuted by the Jews, and was finally sent in
chains to Rome. Had he been preaching what the Jews,
themselves, believed to be, and what their rabbis had given
them as, the true interpretation of the prophecies (namely
that God’s promise to Israel was a kingdom of earthly character which should have dominion over all the world) they
would have heard him with intense satisfaction.

Paperback; 261-pages
$12.00 ........................B151

A Whole New World - The Gospel
According to Revelation

Greg Uttinger
This little book is a perfect introduction to the fulfilled view of the book of
Revelation. With easy to follow reading, it would be a great book to give
to someone who has never heard this
view before. Readers will realize that
an understanding of the events, metaphors, and symbols
of the Old Testament are key interpretive tools. A person
untaught in the Old Testament and unaware of even a few
important chapters in the New Testament (i.e., Matthew 24,
Mark 13, Luke 21, etc.) will struggle mightily. However, by
using the grid this book provides, the interpreter’s understanding will be greatly enhanced.

Softback; 81-pages
$9.95 ........................B152

Against Dispensationalism (Double DVD)

Is the Dispensational hermeneutic a
literal hermeneutic? What is the supposed “law of first mention?” Who is true
Israel? How does one become a Jew?
Was the formation of the “new” state
of Israel in 1948 fulfillment of Biblical
prophecy? Does the Bible teach that
there is a future temple yet to be built?
Has dispensationalism broken continuity
with the Word of God and Church history? Has dispensationalism in its history taught different ways of salvation?
NiceneCouncil.com’s
2008
Conference,
Against
Dispensationalism: Israel, the Church & Bible Prophecy,
was held October 4-5 and the conference DVD features
Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr. (Th.D.), Kenneth G. Talbot (Ph.D.)
and Jerry Johnson (M. Phil.) covering these and other topics. This two DVD set is divided into seven segments totaling nearly seven hours in length. The lecture titles are:
* Literally Abused: The Hermeneutics of
Dispensationalism
* The Harlot Rides the Beast
* Not All of Israel is Israel
* Matthew and the Demise of Israel
* Against Dispensationalism Part I
* Against Dispensationalism Part II
* Roundtable Discussion (Q&A)
Time: Approximately 420 minutes

Regular Price ..............$24.99
Sale Price ....................$19.95 ......AD-DVD

A Comparison of Dispensationalism and
Covenant Theology
Richard P. Belcher
Whether it is realized or not, every person has a system of theology. It may be
a highly developed one or it may be a
very simplistic one. It may be well form-

ulated with a careful and purposeful consistency or
it may be just a few convictions about several individual doctrines with no overall relationship to one
another or concern for a harmony of the whole.
Two of the strongest systems of our day are known as
Dispensationalism and Covenant Theology. Throughout
this century they have been challenging one another for
consideration in the minds of Christians. In this present
work, Dr. Belcher seeks in the first two chapters to state
in an objective manner the convictions of both systems. In
the final chapter he compares the two in important areas
of thinking. In the conclusion he gives instructions for a
Christian to consider as he seeks to build a system of theology or as he tries to understand which system of theology
is really Scriptural.

Paperback: 46 pages...Regular Price..........$5.99
Sale Price .....................$4.95 ......B153

A Study of Dispensationalism

A. W. Pink
Early in his spiritual life Pink was a
Scofield Reference Bible carrying
Christian. Yet around 1929 he began to
reject dispensational teachings, as he
grew in his understanding of Reformed
theology. In this little work, A Study of
Dispensationalism, we discover his core
complaint against dispensationalism: it
destroys the unity and applicability of Scripture. He so
vigorously turned from dispensationalism that in these
pages he denounces it as a “modern and pernicious error.”
Through his characteristically insightful and compelling
method he ably demonstrates dispensationalism’s destructive tendencies. Against dispensationalism he argues that
“there is no conflict between the law and the Gospel of
the grace of God.” Pink laments that “consciously or
unconsciously, Dispensationalists are, in reality, repeating the sin of Jehoiakim, who mutilated God’s Word with
his penknife (Jer. 36:23).” The Apologetics Group, Inc. (A
Division of NiceneCouncil.com) is pleased to offer in print
once again, Pink’s devastating critique of dispensationalism. This well supplements our concerns as expressed in
our “Ninety-Five Theses Against Dispensationalism” (www.
AgainstDispensationalism.com). Reading Pink’s rebuttal of
dispensationalism will show the earnest believer why our
Ninety-Five Theses is such a necessary declaration. -- Dr.
Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr.
Softback; 85 Pages

Regular Price: ...........$10.99
Sale Price...................$8.95 .......B154

Apocalypse Code

Hank Janegraaff
“Most of what you’ve heard, read or been
told about the End Times is wrong,” says
popular radio host and bestselling apologist, Hank Hanegraaff. “We have come to
accept a wide range of beliefs and teachings about the future, about the ultimate
battle between good and evil, about the
last days, and about how our world will end. And most
of these beliefs and teachings are based on fundamental
misinterpretations of what the scriptures really say about
the end times.” The Apocalypse Code helps readers understand what the Bible really says about End Times, and why
what we believe matters so much in today’s world.
The Apocalypse Code offers sane answers to some very
controversial questions:
* What does it mean to take the book of Revelation (and
the rest of the Bible) literally?
* Who are the “Antichrist” and the “Great Whore of
Babylon,” and what is the real meaning of “666”?
* How does our view of the end times change the way we
think about the crisis in the Middle East?
* Are two-thirds of all Jews really headed for an apocalyptic holocaust?

Hardback Book, 300 pages
$21.95 ...............................B155

1599 Geneva Bible

(Black Genuine Leather)
List Price: $79.95
Your Price: $49.95....BibleBGL
(Hardback)
List Price: $59.95
Your Price: $29.95 ....BibleHB

The Geneva Bible is unique among all other Bibles.
It was the first Bible to use chapters and numbered
verses and became the most popular version of
its time because of the extensive marginal notes.
These marginal notes teach a fulfilled prophetic
viewpoint, thus proving this was the generally
accepted teaching of that day!
FEATURES:
• Word-for-word accuracy with the 1599 Geneva
Bible
• Original cross references
• Modern spelling
• Original study notes by Reformers
• Old English Glossary
• Easy-to-read print
• Size: 6.5” x 9.5”;
• Approx: 1,400 pages
• FREE CD-ROM which contains searchable,
printable PDFs of the Apocryphal Books and
Metrical Psalms included in original 1599
Geneva Bible

“Filled” With the Spirit

Mike Blume
3 Part Series discussing the issue of
why Peter and the 120 were “filled”
with the Spirit in Acts 2, and “filled”
again in Acts 4. In-depth teaching,
with illustrations, explaining how
God’s Spirit “fills” a believer’s spirit,
soul and body when the believer
is fully yielded to Him. Peter’s fear,
after being persecuted, caused God’s Spirit to “retract”
back into Peter’s spirit, leaving Peter in possession of the
Holy Spirit, but not “filled” with It. Exciting teaching and
anointed presentation.
3 Audiotapes - S170A -$15.00
3 Audio CDs - S170C - $15.00
3 DVDs - S170D - $15.00

Union to the Kingdom Glory of God

Mike Blume
New 6 DVD Series by Mike Blume.
Mike reveals the wonderful union
and power the saint of God has with
God’s own Glory beginning with his
Spirit & Truth Conference 2009 message, THE ARK OF THE COVENANT:
REVELATION OF THE KINGDOM IN
SYMBOL. The Ark of the Covenant
symbolized the revelation of the Kingdom of God. As
God spoke to Moses from the Ark, he also spoke from a
burning bush, and later from a Sword-Wielding Angel of
the Lord -- all from most holy ground, and all with revelations of Kingdom concepts. Laden with in-depth biblical
imagery, related to truths laid forth in the New Testament,
learn what all of this means to the believer today.
6 Audiotapes - S172A - $30.00
6 Audio CDs - S172C - $30.00
6 DVDs - S172D - $30.00

Kingdom, Life and Things

Michael Smith
With so much preaching today about the
Kingdom of God and prosperity, many
have mistakenly been led to seek
“things” - materialism - rather than the
inward Kingdom of Righteousness, Peace and
Joy in the Spirit. While God wants to prosper us materally, thisseries has greatly helped many who have

4 Audiotapes - S171A -$20.00
4 Audio CDs - S171C - $20.00
4 DVDs - S171D - $20.00

Take a Bite of Eternal Life - Vol. 1
Michael F. Blume
This book explains how the original
plan of God for Adam is seen to be
the very purpose of the Church of the
New Covenant. The Tree of Life, the
cherubims and the River of Eden are
all found in a restored Garden
City in the Book of Revelation, with the
Church as the Bride of the great Last
Man Adam, Jesus Christ. God has so much more for us
in this present life than what we have realized. And our
key to unlocking it all lies in understanding the will of God
for mankind that was not abandoned after the human race
fell into sin so long ago. Learn of the dominion and victory
God has for you today in the here and now!
Softback Book, 225 Pages
$15.00 .........................................B180

A Call To Excellence

Larry T. Smith
Each and every tape in this series is
anointed and filled with truths that
will challenge you to spiritual growth
and to self-discipline.
1. A Call to Excellence
2. The Spirit of Fasting
3. Perceiving the Wheel of God’
4. Discipline—The Path to Maturity
5. The Importance of a Consistent Prayer Life
6. Producing Fruit in the Midst of Adversity-—The Mark
of Maturity
6-Audiotapes & Case
$30.00...S104A
8-Audio CDs & Case
$30.00...S104C

Keys to Spiritual Growth

Larry T. Smith
Preached under a heavy anointing of the Holy Ghost, the
message that these tapes convey have blessed many.
1. Keys to Spiritual Growth Part 1
2. Keys to Spiritual Growth Part 2
3. Dying to See Jesus Face to Face Part 1
4. Dying to See Jesus Face to Face Part 2
4-Audiotapes & Case
$20.00...S106A

God’s Call to a New Dimension

Larry T. Smith
The theme of this series is a sounding call to a return
to the roots of our walk with God, which is a total unrestrained faith and dependence upon Jesus Christ.
1. Revelations of the Spirit
2. The Key to Revival
3. The Power of the Spoken Word
3-Audiotapes & Case
$23.00...S107A

2-Day Home Bible Studies
Rightly Dividing the Word

Larry T. Smith
Since 1979, the two-day Bible study,
Rightly Dividing the Word, has been
used to win thousands of people all
over the world with the truths of the
gospel of Jesus Christ! This series is
also available with Pastor Smith teaching these lessons on CD, and DVD.
$25.00..S102A (Teacher’s Guide,
Handouts, 3 audiotapes, and case)
$30.00..S102C (Teacher’s Guide, Handouts, 4-CD’s, and
Case)
$35.00..S102D (Teacher’s Guide, Handouts, 2-DVD’s
and Case)
$5.00....S102T (Teacher’s Guide)
$3.00....S102H (Handouts)

The Godhead
Larry T. Smith
A great study explaining who God is,
designed for both discipling others and
for personal study. To make these lessons
even easier, they are also taught by Pastor
Smith on CD, VHS, and DVD.
$25.00..S103A (Teacher’s Guide,
Handouts, 3 audiotapes, and case)
$30.00..S103C (Teacher’s Guide,
Handouts, 4-CD’s and Case)
$35.00..S103D (Teacher’s Guide, Handouts, 2-DVD’s and
Case)
$5.00....S103T (Teacher’s Guide)
$3.00....S103H (Handouts)

The Coming of the Lord, the Last Days, and
the End of the World
By Larry T. Smith
Is Daniel’s 70th Week past or future?
What about a coming antichrist, the
666–Mark of the Beast, or the Great
Tribulation? This simple yet powerfully
documented book proves these prophecies, and many more, were fulfilled within
the 40-year generation of Jesus Christ. This places them in
history, thus making them a great witnesses to the validity of
Jesus’ prophecies concerning whom He was, when He would
come, and the identity and purpose of His Church.
Softback Book, 84 Pages
$5.00....B101 (1-4 Per Order)
$4.00....B101-1 (5-24 Per Order)
$3.00....B101-2 (25 or More Per Order)

Rightly Dividing the Word of Bible
Prophecy Series

Larry T. Smith
This series features approximately 18
hours of instruction on 9 tapes and lesson
outlines. The titles included in this
series are as follows: The Coming
of the Lord, the Lord, the Last Days,
and the End of the World
As Taught
by Jesus and His Apostles; The True
Israel of God—Part 1 & 2; Daniel’s 70th Week; The Great
Tribulation; The Real Babylon the Great; The Book of
Revelation—Part 1 & 2; Identifying the Four Beasts and the
Two Witnesses.
$80.00...S101A (9-Audios & Handouts)
$110.00..S101C ( 18 CD’s & Handouts)
$15.00...S101CE (Each CD Title – Add title desired)
$120.00...S101D (9-DVD’s & Handouts)
$20.00...S101DE (Each DVD – Add title desired)
$10.00...S101H (Handouts)
$25.00...S101T (Teacher’s Guide

Living in the Blessings of the Covenant
Larry T. Smith
These lessons are available on 5 DVD’s, 7
Audiotapes and 7 Audio CD’s.You will not
want to miss these exciting lessons that will
loose the blessings of God on your life.
1. Breaking the Spirit of Poverty
2. Spiritual Keys to Receiving God’s
Blessings
3. Walking in Dominion and Authority
4. Walking in the Fruits of the Spirit
5. Eliminating Hindrances to Prayer
7 Audiotapes - LTS07A - $35.00
7 Audio CDs - LTS07C - $40.00
5 DVDs - LTS07D - $45.00

RDTW Monthly Tape Club
Members of the Rightly Dividing the
Word Tape Club, receive one special
message on audiotape, CD or DVD
video tape every month. RDTW Tape
Club prices include shipping and handling.

Audio, DVD & CD Club:

$10.00......TCMA (Per month - Billed Monthly)
$10.00......TCMD (Per month - Billed Monthly)

$10.00......TCMC (Per month - Billed Monthly)
$110.00....TCY (Per year
Paid in one payment)
Special Note: Foreign Orders ADD 10% for S&H

Books on Prophecy
Forcing God’s Hand

Grace Halsell
Exposes the dangers of dispensationalism as found in
Christian Right movement.
Softback Book, 132 Pages
$10.00 .................................... B102

Dispensationalism
People of God

Rightly Dividing the

Keith A. Mathison
Mathison answers with a wealth of biblical references that
helps prove the Preterist view of Bible prophecy is correct.
Softback Book, 159 Pages
$10.00......................................B103

Matthew 24 Fulfilled

John L. Bray
Bray contends—with scriptural evidences—that the events
found in Matthew 24 were written in reference to the 70 AD
destruction of Jerusalem.
Softback Book, 304 Pages
$15.00 .................................... B104

Last Days Madness

Gary DeMar
This book explains in clear language the interpretation of
the time texts, the Olivet Discourse, the rebuilt temple, the
abomination of desolation, the man of lawlessness, 666, the
return of Christ, and much more.
Softback Book, 455 Pages
$20.00......................................B105

Barbarians Inside the Gate

Donn de Grand Pre’
Top Pentagon arms salesman Colonel Donn de Grand Pre’
explains who our country’s true enemies are, and suggests
what must be done to stop them!
Hardback Book, 425 Pages
$25.00 .................................... B106

Israel Our Duty...Our Dilemma

Theodore W. Pike
The role modern Israel plays in God’s plan for the ages and
our duty to Israel as Christians and as Americans.
Softback Book, 152 Pages
$13.00 .................................... B108

Not All Israel Is Israel

Larry T. Harper
Harper takes the reader through the Old Testament message of Israel and into a comprehensive view of who the
New Testament says is the true Israel of God.
Softback Book, 228 Pages
$20.00 ..................................... B110

Before Jerusalem Fell

Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr.
Proves the book of Revelation was written in the early
60’s, before the fall of Jerusalem, thus disproving the 96
AD date quoted by Futurists today.
Softback Book, 409 Pages
$20.00 ..................................... B113

The Last Days According to Jesus

R.C. Sproul
Sproul, a well-known theologian, addresses the scriptural
differences between Partial and Full Preterism.
Softback Book, 256 Pages
$13.00 ..................................... B114

The Seventy Weeks and the Great
Tribulation

Philip Mauro
Shows Daniel’s 70th week foretold the first coming of
Jesus Christ, and had nothing to do with an endtime antichrist. One of the BEST books on this subject.
Softback, 286 Pages
$13.00 .........................................B115

The Parousia

J. Stuart Russell
This nineteenth-century classic established Christ’s parousia (second coming) as “the nucleus and center of a
cluster of great events.”
Softback, 574 Pages
$28.00 .........................................B118

From Tent To Temple

George H. Warnock
A great books on the identity of the true Israel of God written from an Apostolic viewpoint.
Softback Book, 178 Pages
$10.00 .........................................B123

Beyond the End Times

The Plot Against Christianity

John Noe
Shows why the Futurist predictions of a soon end of the
world are absolutely mistaken.
Softback Book, 300 Pages
$19.00 .................................... B137

The Days of Vengeance

John Noe
Discusses the fallacies of the Pretrib Rapture viewpoint,
and the individual implications of the “general resurrection”
in AD 70 from the “Immortal Body at Death” viewpoint.
Softback Book, 170 Pages
$13.00 .................................... B138

Elizabeth Dilling
Using the included photocopied pages of the Talmud and
related commentaries, Dilling shows the Talmud is not a
book of God-inspired facts.
Softback Book, 310 Pages
$25.00 ..................................... B109
David Chilton
This premiere book on Kingdom Eschatology is a biblical
exposition of Revelation, laid out for readers to soak up and
begin to view the world with renewed hope and optimism.
Chilton skillfully shows in detail that Christians will overcome
all opposition through the work of Jesus Christ. The Book of
Revelation is not about the antichrist, the devil, microchips or
bar codes. It is, as the very first verse says, ‘The Revelation
of Jesus Christ’. If this book isn’t in your library, it should
be.
Hardback Book, 700 Pages
$39.95 ..................................... B142

Great Tribulation: Past or Future

Thomas Ice and Kenneth L. Gentry Jr.
This emerging book brings together two opposing viewpoints.
Are the events of Matthew 24 and other prophetic texts
related to the Great Tribulation yet to be fulfilled or were they
fulfilled in the first century? Presented in a
cross-examination. A helpful exploration of one of the most
hotly debated topics of today.
Softback Book, 224 Pages
$12.00 ..................................... B126

Shattering the Left Behind Delusion

Dead in Their Tracks

John Noe
This book shows how the preterist view has the “only solution” to the liberal/skeptic attack on the Bible.
Softback Book, 85 Pages
$10.00 .................................... B139

Top Ten Misconceptions About Jesus’ 2nd
Coming and the End Times
John Noe
Deals with ten of the most common questions that arise
when considering the implications of the Preterist view.
Softback Book, 57 Pages
$7.00 ...................................... B140

Israel Illusion: Popular Misconceptions
About this Modern-day Nation and Its
Role in Bible Prophecy

John Noe
Modern Israel is not the subject of end-time prophecy.
This book is not replacement theology, but rather fulfillment in the better country, city, and temple of Christ and
His Church.
Softback Book, 34 Pages
$4.00 ...................................... B141

Books on Christian Issues
The Practice of Intercession

Zacharias Tanee Fomum
This book is the sequel and companion to The Art of
Intercession. This volume focuses on the practical aspects
of intercession: the use of time, discipline, goals, fasting,
resisting the devil, the use of the Bible, and knowledge of
facts.
Hardback Book, 316 Pages
$24.00 .........................................B127

Praying With Power

Zacharias Tanee Fomum
This “textbook” draws on Jesus’ prayer life and teaching on
prayer to help enrich the prayer of today’s disciples.
Softback Book, 238 Pages
$10.00 .........................................B128

Moving God Through Prayer

Zacharias Tanee Fomum
Dr. Fomum explores the dynamics of the priorities set out
in the Lord’s prayer: God’s name, God’s Kingdom, and
God’s will.
Softback Book, 190 Pages
$10.00 .........................................B130

The Ministry of Praise & Thanksgiving

Zacharias Tanee Fomum
The author shows that the “costly” praise and thanksgiving
said when it hurts, is the best sacrifice to the Lord.
Softback Book, 158 Pages
$10.00 .........................................B131

Waiting on the Lord in Prayer

Zacharias Tanee Fomum
Using the Bible, the author shows the importance of waiting
on Jesus for revelation and answers.
Softback Book, 144 Pages
$10.00 .........................................B132

Deliverance from the Sins of Laziness

Zacharias Tanee Fomum
This book explores what laziness is, and how to recover
from its hold to go on to the fullness of what God has called
you to.
Softback Book, 80 Pages
$10.00 .........................................B142

The Feast of Tabernacles

George H. Warnock
This book explains God’s feasts, and shows their spiritual fulfillment in Christ and His Church.
Softback Book, 192 Pages
$10.00 .........................................B122

Is Christmas Christian?

Bernie L. Wade
Should we celebrate Christmas, or is it a sin? See the answers
given in this tradition-challenging study.
Notebook, 126 Pages
$10.00 .........................................B120

Sakiwinki Missions—My Missions Story

Shana Cory Smith
This is the true story of an American missionary family in the
tropical country of Guyana, South America.
Softback Book, 89 Pages
$10.00 .........................................B121

A u d i o , Vi d e o s , & D V D ’s o n
Bible Prophecy
The Other Israel

Ted Pike
By challenging much of what you have heard about modern
day Israel’s beliefs, Pike unveils what is behind much of its
misunderstood belief system.
60 Minutes
$20.00.....T101V (1-VHS Video)

Hate Laws

Making Criminals of Christians

Ted Pike
This uncovers the little-known conspiracy against freedom
and Christianity.
80 Minutes
$20.00.....T102V (1-VHS Video)

Why the Middle East Bleeds

Ted Pike
Using the conflict in the Middle East, Pike shows why this
area of the world is always in conflict.
78 Minutes
$20.00.....T103V (1-VHS Video)

Zionism and Christianity: Unholy Alliance

Ted Pike
This shows why the Jewish presence in Palestine is so
abrasive to the Arab world, and why most evangelical
Christians unblinkingly support these actions.
94 Minutes
$20.00.....T104V (1-VHS Video)

The Last Days

Lighthouse Productions
The time for the “Last Days,” the identity of the “world” as
in 1 Cor. 7:31, why the Bible says our world will never end,
and many other questions are answered in this video.
47 Minutes
$20.00.....T105V (1-VHS Video)

Israel 1948

Lighthouse Productions
This video may challenge you. It may disturb you, but if you
study it carefully, with Bible in hand, you WILL find that God
has fulfilled all of His promises to biblical Israel long ago.
38 Minutes
$20.00.....T106V (1-VHS Video)

The Second Coming On Trial

Lighthouse Productions
Liberals and skeptics say Jesus was a false prophet
because He did not fulfill His second Coming (return),
within the lifetime of His contemporaries as He said He
would. Using the New Testament, this video proves Jesus
fulfilled everything exactly as and when He said.
54 Minutes
$20.00.....T107V (1-VHS Video)

The Rapture: Biblical Fact...or Left Behind
Fiction?

Lighthouse World Ministries
Are millions of Christians about to be wisked off the surface of planet earth? Is such a teaching biblical fact or left
behind fiction? This video helps expose this doctrine as
the greatest nightmare ever sold!
57 Minutes
$20.00.....T108V (1-VHS Video)
$24.00.....T108D (1-DVD)

SPIRIT & TRUTH CONFERENCE 2009
Available formats and prices are as follows:
(A) Single Audiotape......$7.00
(C) CD Audio Disk..........$7.00
(C2) Double CD..............$9.00
(D) DVD Video Disk........$7.00

Order these powerful Conference messages today!
ST200901 - WHAT YOU SAY IS WHAT YOU GET
Brett Jones (A) (C) (D)
ST200902 - TOWARD UNDERSTANDING THE
RESURRECTION Luther G. Williams (A) (C) (D)
ST200903 - THE ARK OF THE COVENANT:
REVELATION OF THE KINGDOM IN SYMBOL
- Mike Blume (A) (C) (D)
ST200904 - INCREASING YOUR CAPACITY
Bishop Jabo Green (A) (C) (D)
ST200905 - DISPENSATIONALISM: MAN’S
DOCTRINE OF FEAR vs. KINGDOM: GOD’S
DOCTRINE OF FAITH - LT Smith (A) (C2) (D)
ST200906 - THE CREATIVE POWER OF
PROPHETIC SOUND - Dr. Richard Eberiga (A) (C2)
(D)
ST200907 - SEED FAITH - Ron Turner (A) (C) (D)
ST200908 - THE BIBLE PRESCRIPTION FOR
HEALTH - Ed Thompson (A) (C2) (D)

ST200909 - THE HIDDEN MAN OF THE HEART Bishop Jabo Green (A) (C) (D)
ST200910 - ACTING UPON THE PROPHETIC
SOUND - Dr. Richard Eberiga - (A) (C2) (D)

RDTW Audio & Video Messages
Pricing & Available Formats

Available formats and prices are as follows:
(A) Single Audiotape......$5.00
(A2) Double Audiotape...$7.00
(C) CD Audio Disk..........$5.00
(C2) Double CD..............$7.00
(D) DVD Video Disk........$5.00

Sermons by LARRY T. SMITH:
L472 - Your Walk Will Carry You Through (A) (C) (D)
L473 - The Blessings of Prayer and Personal
Relationship (A) (C2) (D)
L474 - The Importance of Knowing Jesus (A) (C2) (D)
L475 - Called to be Witnesses (A) (C) (D)
L476 - Restructuring to Fulfill Purpose (A) (C2) (D)
L477 - The Beauty of Forgiveness (A) (C) (D)
L478 - The Blessing of a Trial (A) (C2) (D)
L479 - Passover, The Plan and Purpose of God (A)
(C) (D)
L480 - Pleasing Christ in the Resurrected Life (A) (C2)
(D)
L481 - An Instrument For His Work (A) (C2) (D)
L482 - The Reward and Responsiblities of a Mother
(A) (C) (D)
L483 - Keys to Creating Overcoming Faith (A) (C) (D)
L484 - The Actions of Christians in Crises (A) (C2) (D)
L485 - Living Victorious In Spiritual Conflict (A) (C) (D)
L486 - Understanding the Natural and the Spiritual Man
(A) (C2) (D)
L487 - Balancing Kingdom Priorities (A) (C2) (D
L488 - The Blessings of Kingdom Relationships (A)
(C2) (D)
L489 - Taking an Inward Look (A) (C) (D)
L490 - The Manifestation of the Sons of God (A) (C2)
(D)
Sermons by Mike Blume:
B194 - Trustworthy to Receive the Keys of the Kingdom
(A) (C) (D)
B195 - Taking the Human Head and Hands Off the
Devil (A) (C) (D)
B196 - Time To Go Back Where Jesus Laid (A) (C2)
(D)
B197 - Leaving the Ark For All the Cross Paid For (A)
(C) (D)
B198 - Trial By Sword (A) (C) (D)
B199 - Kingdom Focus is Inward (A) (C) (D)
B201 - Mankind on Trial (A) (C2) (D)
B202 - What is “Walking After the Flesh?” Part 1 (A)
(C2) (D)
B203 - What is “Walking After the Flesh?” Part 2 (A)
(C) (D)
B213 - Kingdom Journey: Why Some Make It & Some
Don’t (A) (C) (D)
B214 - Will the True Christian Conscience Please
Stand Up? (A) (C) (D)
B215 - The Kingdom is Serious Business (A) (C) (D)
B216 - The Double Portion Revelation (A) (C) (D)

B217 - Rizpah and the Hanging of our Remaining
Fleshly Works (A) (C) (D)
B218 - Swords, Cherubim and Dirt (A) (C) (D)
B219 - Mirrors Don’t Lie (A) (C) (D)
B220 - The Kingdom Connection to Fruit of the Spirit
(A) (C2) (D)
Sermons by Michael Smith:
M301 - The Correlation Between Prayer and Human
Relationships (A) (C) (D)
M302 - Living Life Beyond the Veil (A) (C2) (D)
M303 - Experiencing Your Own New Creation
(A)(C)(D)
M304 - The Necessity of Impacting the Future (A) (C)
(D)
M305 - I Choose to be a Believer (A) (C) (D)
M306 - The Voice and the Vision (A) (C) (D)
M307 - Individual Faith Produces Individual Results
(A) (C) (D)
M308 - The Importance of Fatherhood (A) (C2) (D)
M309 - Righteousness and Blessings of the Kingdom
(A) (C) (D)
M310 - Every Decision Leads to a Destination (A) (C)
(D)
M311 - How God Markets His Kingdom (A) (C) (D)
M312 - The Importance of a Fathers Love (A) (C) (D)
M313 - Eight Keys to Great Teams (A) (C) (D)
M314 - Synergy in the Kingdom (A) (C) (D)
M315 - The Kingdom of God: A Divine Revelation for
Everyday Life - Part 1 (A) (C) (D)
M316 - The Kingdom of God: A Divine Revelation for
Everyday Life - Part 2 (A) (C) (D)
When ordering, please add the format code (A, A2) to the product
code, and price accordingly.
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